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Plan acceptance is ultimately granted through
the Office of Construction Administration in
the District
This presentation serves as a guide to what a
reasonable plan should encompass and
consider
A Plan that simply states, “I’m gonna fix it” or
“I’m gonna grind it” is not acceptable
A plan that shows in detail what is to be done
with predictable outcomes is acceptable



ProVAL software


Specifically the Smoothness Assurance Module
(SAM)
 Grinding simulator
 Predicted post grind IRI results and material depths

taken




Developed and supported by FHWA
Available at www.roadprofile.com



Initial Road Profiles



Across all wheel paths of all lanes on the encounter
Cropped or sectioned showing bounds of the
encounter plus some lead in and lead out distance
 Must know length of the deck and approach slabs



IRI Analysis of all profiles (using ProVAL)



Showing overall MRI of each lane and violations
Showing localized IRI of each wheel path and
violations







Deck reinforcing steel cover information
Actual thickness depth checks of the deck
thickness
Specific locations of any steel armor joints
Geometry / model of diamond grinder(s)
available to you



Initial Analysis to see if grinding alone will fix
violations



A grinder can only “soften” or “lengthen” a long deep
dip
Will material need to be added in low spots
 Mill and fill coming in or out of bridge
 Approach slab jacking





If action other than or in addition to grinding is
required, then that needs to be detailed in the
plan submitted to the ODOT Project Engineer
Post corrective action profiles and analysis must
be part of the plan to ensure IRI and corrective
action plan compliance



Plan must include the appropriate simulation
grinder model settings for the grinder you are
going to use





Specific locations of all ground areas






All grinders may work on some but not all encounters
Certain encounters may require specific machines
Start and Stop locations
Grinding head depth
Direction of grinding on each lane

Having a profiler on site while grinding is not
required but could be part of the action plan



Details of Multiple Grind locations if necessary
Forward pass limits, reverse pass limits, head depths,
etc.
 A plan that states, “I’m going to whittle away at the
south end of the bridge until I get it” is NOT
ACCEPTABLE!






Simulated results showing predicted post grind
IRI, overall and localized, within tolerance
Simulated graphic results showing material
depths taken at what locations









I can’t grind to within IRI thresholds without
leaving a minimum of 1.5” of reinforcing steel
cover in the deck?
I can’t correct to within IRI thresholds because I
have an end dam placed “high” and I can’t
grind through it?
Learn what to avoid doing in the future while
constructing the bridge encounter!
Measure twice cut once!!!



If phasing of the project allows




Don’t saw longitudinal grooves until corrective action for
IRI tolerance is complete

If grooving has occurred prior to corrective action
for IRI, then re-establishing grooves may be part of
the plan



Re-groove according to 511.17 (2013 C&MS)
Engineering Judgment
 Groove depths may vary greatly across the deck after

grinding
 Difficult to match existing grooves



Vertical “lips” at outside edges of grinding head

(most have either 3’ or 4’ wide head)
 Feathering must occur to remove any vertical lips created
during grooving in the transverse and longitudinal
directions.
 Grinding just the wheel paths without feathering Is not
acceptable!


Blanket grinding entire lane or entire encounter



Depending on how much grinding of the encounter is
required
Uniformity and aesthetic benefit

